
Tyneside Loipers go adventuring in Rondane, Norway. 

On the 12th March 2020, six Loipers took leave of the convivial GB Nordic group at the 

comfortable Dalseter Høyfjellshotel in Espedalen, Southern Norway, and headed for the wilderness 

of the Rondane. 

Neil Waters, Paramjeet Bhogal, Ben Haywood-Smith, Lewis Preston, Alison and Peter Aldred 

travelled by public bus over the fell and down to Vinstra in the valley of Gudbransdalen, one of the 

main routes of the Norwegian rail network, linking Oslo via Hamar and Lillehammer over to 

Romsdalen and Trolltindan, and north to Trondheim. 

 

 

 

Our intention was a North-South ski-tour traverse of Rondane, Norway’s original National Park and, 

with Dovrefjell, the highest and wildest mountain area after the Jotunheimen Mountains (the roof 

of Norway). Months of planning and re-planning the route had preceded with checking of access, 

transport and overnight accommodation. 

We had received a disturbing report from a fellow skier at Dalseter whose party had attempted 

this route a few days before and turned back twice on consecutive days due to deep snow and 

difficult terrain. We had discussed and decided to go ahead with our plan. 

Our northern starting point was Hageseter, a few kilometres south of Hjerkinn (a request stop on 

the train route North) and unreachable by ski in daylight. We opted for a taxi-ride of about 80 

kilometres at a negotiated, but still astronomical, fare-tag. At least this gave Neil and I the option 

of a dusk-light ski out to check route and conditions. Instead of deep snow we found wind-bared 

icy ground and realised just how quickly the weather, temperature, wind and snow conditions can 

change in the mountains of Norway. 

Six Loipers ready to leave Dalseter - Paramjeet, Peter, Lewis, Alison, Ben and Neil 



Our test run also resulted in my ski pole basket splitting off. This was opportune as I was able to get 

it repaired with copper wire before we headed into the wilderness at dawn the next day. (I’m also 

happy to report that the repair to the ski pole and the cable-tie holding my ski binding together 

since the days at Dalseter both survived the trip). 

In the early light, the wind had dropped and the sun was shining as we headed South and steadily 

uphill onto the Dovre Fjell massive of Oppland. We had all fitted skins on our skis to resist slipping 

backwards on the steep and sometimes icy ground. Despite our early start and good progress, it 

was not long before we were overtaken on a higher contour by 6 skiers with pulks (Norwegian ski-

sledges) and dogs. Two were the women we had met also out practising the previous evening. 

Each skiers chose their own preference; dog pulls pulk, pulls skier or dog pulls skier harnessed to 

pulk. My body was already aching from a rucksack with emergency clothing, sleeping/bivvy bag, 

first aid and food supplies and I rather envied the Norwegians their pulks. I had not used a pulk 

since I pulled one with my toddler son wrapped in reindeer skin on Hardangervidda in the 1980s. 

Before long the Norwegian team were tiny dots in the all-white landscape. We 6 stopped later for 

snacks and hot drinks. Hands quickly froze once un-gloved (it was minus 11 deg C) and any sweat 

due to over exertion cooled through multi-layers. Continuing on, we contoured round the eastern 

slopes of Gråhøe, 1663m in a strengthening wind and worsening visibility, stopping to re-group, 

map-read and ensure team agreement on the direction across the trackless terrain. 

We had deviated from the blue 

dots on the map (which 

indicate an un-marked winter 

route), as had the Norwegians 

when we last saw them, owing 

to the unpredictability of the 

steep terrain and a narrow 

ravine poorly distinguished by 

the large vertical interval of the 

contours on the Norwegian 

1:50,000 map and the view-

ranger mapping app. 

After our long diversion west, 

we dropped carefully over the 

edge of the plateau and in to the depression that is the headwater of the frozen Grimsi river. 

Looking back across the valley-head we could see giant wind-blown cornices balanced over the top 

of now exposed rock-cliffs, previously invisible from where we had skied. Fortunately, the visibility 

had improved sufficiently not to ski over the edge which is only too-easily done in a white-out. We 

re-grouped and began an enjoyable descent (at the very limit of our staying upright abilities) into 

the security of Grimsdalen and the fine DNT traditional ‘hytta’ that would offer (self-catering) 

warmth and shelter for the night. 



 

The Norwegians have a network of (usually) timber-log huts (some large and elaborate like alpine 

Refuges) conveniently positioned in remote mountain locations a day’s walk or ski apart. They 

usually comprise an emergency shelter dormitory accessible for self-service users when the main 

hut is closed out of season. We were here pre-Easter, the most popular time for the Norwegians to 

go skiing in the mountains either using DNT huts of their own family cottage. 



 

 

We located the ‘open’ accommodation and dived in to find the 6 Norwegians had lit a log-stove, 

unloaded their pulks and looked very ‘at home’. The 6 working dogs sat upright outside in the fine 

evening light. An effective team-effort soon had snow melting on the log-stove, hot drinks and a 

meal going. A Dutch couple arrived. The Norwegians insisted us foreigners shared a ‘Skol’ of 

Nissedram (aquavit) before candles out.  

We are up at dawn and confirm our team discussion to ski the valley going east, then south, rather 

than the mountain route over Gravhøe. This will be longer, but we hope less strenuous to ski as, 

without pulks, our rucksacks are heavy. 

 

 

The route east from Grimsdalsytta was initially along the vehicle-access track but the sun had 

melted the thin snow cover to a hardened ice uplifted single ski track, near impossible to balance 

on. We dropped down to the frozen river and skied across and along it. A shout from behind warns 

us that the convoy of Lillehammer skiers and dogs are about to race past, and then they are gone. 

The Dutch couple we met last night had admitted this part of their previous day’s route north had 

been confusing and lacked continuous snow cover. As we navigated our way across indeterminate 

terrain between Grimsdalen and Haverdalen, heather, moss and gravel made progress near 

impossible. Again, we reverted to the frozen river until a lunch stop replenished calories and 

spirits. Ahead the frozen peak of Storkringla rose from the confusing frozen marshlands. 

Outside Grimsdalshytta – early morning 

The cabins at Grimsdalshytte 



 

 

To reach our goal of Dørålen valley we had next to negotiate the steep moraine-cliff to the 

watershed. In the distance, Paramjeet spotted the Norwegians struggling with skis off, 

manhandling their pulks, with dogs set free. Between them and us a dwarf forest and an unseen 

drop in deep snow into a tributary valley with a precariously thin snow-bridge spanning a (visible 

on both sides) fast flowing meltwater river. 

I blame global warming; this is not what is expected in pre-Easter Norwegian mountain skiing. 

We came to the steep bank, and with skins, side-stepping and herring-boning* all managed (just) 

to climb the slope without removing our skis. (England - 1, Norway - 0, although we were far too 

modest to mention this later that evening). The expected easier day was becoming far from, 

indeed as before, using the skins over frozen undulating terrain made every forward ‘slide’ a 

heavily resisted treadmill like effort. Eventually we emerged onto the snow-banked access track 

and the party stretched out as fatigue-drained limbs wished kilometres away. A cruel headwind 

whipped-up from the southwest and a steep approach to the hytte sapped last strength. 

The hytte at Dørålseter seemed completely deserted and no doors, that I tried, opened. The wind 

had blown all loose snow away exposing only hard ice and gravel. I removed my skis and 

descended to a lower level where I saw a tent pitched, already banked up with drifting snow: then 

I saw the dogs and beside the lower hut entrance the Norwegians’ skis. Fellow Loipers were 

arriving in various states of exhaustion and relief to have reached shelter as the wind and spindrift 

intensified and daylight failed. 

We collected buckets of snow before removing ski boots and receiving enthusiastic greetings from 

our cabin companions. We occupy a room with 2-level bunks built into the sloping roof, 

surrounding a table with a wood-stove beside a single window with banked-up snow outside 

reducing the fading dusk-light. Peter’s cough is now continuously troubling him and we feed him a 

hot brew under a duvet. Paramjeet also has an intermittent cough. Are we spreading germs to the 

Little snow cover between the Grimse and the Atna 



Norwegians, or them to us? Although most Norwegians speak English adequately, they are both 

surprised and appreciative when I practise my limited and rusty language skills with them. Stig and 

Linda have heavyweight matching home-made woollen jumpers. Just before dark they venture 

outside and take their tent down before it blows away in the strengthening gale. One dog is inside, 

the others hunker down (with their coats on) in conditions that resemble Frank Hurley 

photographs of the Shackleton expedition depicted in ‘South’. 

Ben and I raid the well-stocked food cupboards and supplement our own supplies for our evening 

meal. I am aware that Stig, Linda and company are having animated conversations in their 

(separate) dorm room. After we’ve eaten and are warmed by the wood-stoves we meet in 

candlelight and Stig explains that they have found a phone-signal and been informed by family at 

home of a rapidly changing situation in the ‘outside world’. The authorities are ordering Norway 

into ‘lock-down’ in order to try and prevent the spread of Coronavirus. The DNT have closed all 

staffed huts including Rondvassbu (one day’s ski south of here) and foreigners are being requested 

to return to their home countries. 

 

 

Stig and Linda and the others have been making arrangements with their families in Lillehammer 

to aid their evacuation from the mountains. They must be worried about Covid-19 virus 

‘contamination’ as they have asked for cars to be brought to and left unattended at the nearest 

road, one days ski to the NE (in part, back the way we have come). They also tell me they have 

asked family members to move house so that they can ‘self-isolate’ on return. 

They must, however, also feel some need to help the coughing Englishmen comply with the ‘go 

home’ edict form the Norwegian government for they have made contact with a taxi driver 

prepared (with as yet to be agreed precautions) to ferry us to the nearest railway station. This 

abandonment of our tour is depressing news, made worse on realisation that our stored kit bags 

are in a completely different valley and with several changes of train, may take a further 2 days of 

travel to reach, if indeed the announced lock-down allows this. Nothing for it but a round of 

‘Grouse’ sat at our candlelit table. 

Inside the hut at Dørålseter 



As we prepare for an early night with a last visit outside to the wood-store and earth-toilet shed, 

the storm-force winds add a further dimension to our dilemma: with prudence we are going 

nowhere tomorrow. We bank up the wood stove and slip into dreamland. 

The next (enforced) rest day, accepted by both ourselves and the Norwegians, is just what Peter 

needs to recover to be ski-ready. Hut-life is fine. We have everything we need: convivial company, 

supplies of food, silver birch wood to burn for warmth and snow-melting passes time quickly. 

By mid-afternoon the wind eases and the sky clears revealing our real privilege to be here in this 

special snowscape mountain wilderness. I propose an excursion (enjoyable without heavy 

rucksacks) and Neil and I venture southwest up Dørålen valley to explore the route we had planned 

but must abandon to meet the taxi Stig has arranged for our evacuation. The deep new snow is 

pristine and the highest mountains of the Rondane beckon us from the south. I am gutted not to 

be heading there tomorrow. On return to the hut just before dusk, we find more skis outside by 

the log store, and inside, 2 more Norwegians! Our tiny hytta is becoming quite sociable or, as 

Norwegians say, ‘hyggelig’**. We 6 foreigners bunk-up to provide space for 2 more to share our 

sleeping quarters. 

Before cooking that evening I share a conversation with Christine and Johan round the living-space 

log fire. They are surprised the other Norwegians, Stig and team, have elected to evacuate the 

mountains to the NE, thus abandoning the N- S traverse of the Rondane. I express regret that we 

have also elected this, particularly as our stashed gear is SW of the massive. C & J suggest we 

should stick with our original plan and ski south with them in the morning. I put this ‘clever plan’ to 

our group in a separate discussion and each voices their opinion. The vote is unanimous. It only 

remains to thank Stig and inform him that we will part company in the morning. The meal eaten, 

last visits outside made, candles blown out, duvets pulled up and sleep is postponed by a re-

kindled excitement: we are ‘game-on’ for the traverse through the highest mountains of Rondane 

tomorrow. 

 



Dawn reveals clear skies and a beautiful covering of fresh overnight snow. We say farewell to Stig, 

Linda and their team and set off some time before Christine and Johan. We retrace the route Neil 

and I explored previously and soon Christine and Johan catch us and despite pulling heavy pulks 

they are quickly tiny specks in the all-white world. We stop for a team map-read discussion on how 

to cross the Atra valley beyond the gorge to start the climb towards the defences of the 

Rondslottet (the castle of Rondane) at 2178m (7,146 feet), the highest point in this region. We 

agree a plan but are initially unsure as we can still see C and J skiing due west away from our route 

which is south. Perhaps they have changed their plan and are heading directly towards Høvringen, 

above Gudbrandsdalen? 

 

A renewed Peter storms steeply south over the hardened snow of the flank of Digerronden, 

2016m. The angle of the climb and the changing nature of the surface requires considered 

adjustment of technique, balance and effort to maintain regular breathing and a rhythm of upward 

progress. With the latest developments of ‘half-skins’, Alison, Peter and Paramjeet can attack the 

incline directly. With old-fashioned ‘fish-scale’ skis I must zig-zag back and forth across the 

mountain as steeply as is feasible without slipping backwards. Marbled clouds build up, through 

which the sun struggles to penetrate, though it is more than sufficient to reflect off patches of hard 

ice crust, alerting us to more slippery slopes. 

The angle eases as we gain the hollowed expanse, containing the snow-covered frozen tarns of 

Bergedalsjønnin and the route SE through Langglupdalen to Bjørnhollia Hytte (the cabin of the 

bear!). We continue our route south, and after a stop to replace calories burnt, we ski into the 

steep-sided narrows between Veslemenden and Rondslottet to cross the watershed between the 

north and south of the ‘Rondane Oppland’. 

The pleasure of forming one’s own track downhill in such a wilderness cannot be compared to 

waiting in a queue for a chairlift to crowded pistes over known territory. 

Clouds now obliterate the sun but there are sufficient shadows still to gauge the slope and beauty 

of the terrain. We carefully ski clear of huge gaping depressions in the initial descent. Massive 

wind-blown cornices have built up over the edges, metres of cantilevered, unstable snow awaiting 



the unwary. Almost imperceptibly we ski off the mountain and onto the frozen flat expanse of 

Rondvatnet lake at 1167m above sea level (3.7km in length) at the end of which lies the legendary 

‘cabin’ of Rondvassbu. 

 

The geology of the chasm occupied by the lake is typical of Rondane, a sedimentary sandstone 

known as Spragmite, which characteristically fragments by frost action. The ramparts that form the 

defences of the Rond “castle” to our east do not appeal to the rock-climber in me. Visible mini-

icefalls offer little to challenge a winter climber but the multiple peaks, ridges and hidden valleys of 

the area would provide days of exploration for the general mountaineer. 

Rondvassbu is more than a cabin or hytte. As we approach the end of the iced lake, a traditional 

timber mountain lodge comes in to view surrounded by several other 1- and 2-storey buildings. We 

ski past the timber pier from which, in the summer, motor launches ply the Rondvatnet lake 

providing easy access for hikers heading to the heart of Rondane. Now the buildings are half buried 

in banked-up snow and since the Coronavirus has forced the closure of the main hytte, we expect 

to be the only occupants of the 128 bunks normally available***. In the summer, in addition to 

being regularly fully booked, Norwegian mountain (DNT) huts allow/encourage camping and use of 

catering and earth-toilet facilities. We locate the self-service/emergency hut and let ourselves in to 

a degree of luxury not yet encountered on our tour: a double-height space with a ladder to a 

mezzanine level with duvets on mattresses, with three other bedrooms with triple-level timber 

bunks. We collect snow and light the log stove, after which the well-insulated construction aids a 

rapid internal temperature rise. Paramjeet takes over the kitchen and within minutes we enjoy 

Punjabi-pancakes. Chief accountants Ben and Neil log the packets and cans removed from the 

extensive food store. Just as we take over the entire hut for solo use, we are surprised by a 

clattering of ski boots in the lobby and our Norwegian friends Christine and Johan pile into the 

warm and candlelit hyggelig atmosphere of the Englishmans’ cave. Explanations pour out: “We 

made a terrible mistake” Christine admits, Johan quickly corrects her: “I made the classic 



navigational error: thinking you know where you are going and NOT consulting the map/compass; 

your only mistake, Christine, was to blindly follow your man!’ Everyone laughs, more snow is 

melted into the tea and more pancakes and revelry follow. Imagine our surprise later, as the 

darkness outside has sealed us in self-imposed isolation, when another colossal shape is seen 

propping skis against the window. 

The newcomer enters the hytte and throws down an old-fashioned rucksack frame with 2 giant 

bundles attached. He seems as surprised to see us as we are him. We offer him a place to sleep 

and a pancake, which he refuses, while sitting down in all his winter gear to eat his sandwich. That 

done, he announces he is returning out into the night to locate a snow-cave in which he has 

secreted a pulk with his camping equipment on a previous visit to the hytte. Meanwhile we sit 

around the candlelit table and play cards while dinner cooks. Soon back, the “Flying Dutchman” (as 

we have nicknamed our new friend behind his back) enthusiastically describes his “plan” in locked-

down Norway, to self-isolate in his tent for 1 week to attempt a solo ascent (ski/climb) of the steep 

and remote Sagtinden (2018m) near the head of the blind-ally valley of Verkilsdalen. No-one 

challenges the Flying Dutchman, but eye-contact around the table indicates unanimous agreement 

this is not what the Norwegian authorities had in mind when they decreed all mountain 

huts/cottages to be vacated and no activities to continue that might potentially require mountain 

rescue. 

 

 

The following morning the six of us, plus Christine and Johan with their pulks, ski southwest up to 

an indistinct plateau and watershed before dropping to the popular Mysusæter. Here hundreds of 

individual private hytter stand empty. Our journey is uneventful, apart from Peter almost skiing off 

the approach to a bridge over a part-melting river crossing and Paramjeet cutting his fingers when 

waxing his skis. 

Christine and Johan have requested that a taxi approach the ghost-village to collect and deliver us 

to the main valley of Gudbrandsdalen. The driver had advance instructions from the Norwegian 

police on how to achieve this without contact with our skis, pulks and equipment (put in a 

With Christine and Johan in the self-service annexe at Rondvassbu 



separate trailer) and maximise distance from us in the rear rows of his minibus. We drop down 

Uldalen to Otta and on to Vinstra to collect our kitbags and await the train to Oslo airport. We say 

farewell Christine and Johan who continue on the night train to Stavanger. 

We report to a near-empty airport, then book into an airport hotel 3 nights before our now 

cancelled return flight. All but myself achieve an online rebooking alternative and next morning, 

with assistance from SAS to get me on the same (and, we realise later, the last) KLM flight back to 

Newcastle via Amsterdam. 

We return to a very different country and regime, one that the Covid-19 has forced upon the entire 

world. 

In the weeks of lockdown that follow, our team cannot meet up to recall and celebrate a safe 

return from our adventure, so each must hold the memories of those days in Norway within their 

own hearts and minds. 

Lewis Preston and the team – March 2020 

 

*Herring-boning is a technique of splaying ones skis as far out as possible to prevent backward 

slipping on steep up-slopes, resulting in a fish-bone pattern in the snow. 

**hyggelig (hygge) is a great word finding its way into English vocabulary, denoting a cosy feeling, 

good mood with jovial atmosphere or spirit in which one can relax in a safe, comfortable and 

recognisable environment with friends 

*** “normal” opening dates for Norwegian mountain (serviced) huts are 28 February - 13 April for 

the winter season, then 19 June until 4 October for the summer. Spring snow melt between times 

makes access impossible. 


